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2:31 YouTube monetization for ads and
subscriptions (as of 1/18/2020) Google
is the new king of online video
monetization.YouTube has been around
for almost a decade, and while it always
promised that monetization would be a
big part of its long-term strategy, it
wasn't until just a few years ago that
viewers started seeing revenue coming
into. What's interesting about this
channel: - The new features they're
trying out (I think I'm using 7 out of 9) -
Different aspects of monetization: some
videos use Subscription Boxes, some use
display and, up until recently, some
videos used banner ads, which was
removed. - A few different aspects of
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video creation and editing (composition,
transitions, custom effects, music, etc) -
How to deal with copyright strikes and
how to use royalty free music. - Why to
avoid using copyrighted music. - How to
deal with channels that drop off on you
(after a couple of months). - A general
look at YouTube's new revenue
structure. - Why some channels have
better monetization than others. -
Adblockers. - How to avoid them. - Why
they are important and why you should
care. - If you can do it, what other tips
and tricks do you have to make money
from YouTube? - What tools they use. -
Why they use tools that are not available
to the public. - The analytics and how to
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decipher them. - Why it is important to
understand your audience. - How to find
your audience if you don't understand it
yet. - Advice about paid and unpaid
advertising. - How to learn from the paid
advertising. - Why you should learn
from the unpaid advertising. - Why you
should be careful about advertising on
YouTube. - The importance of
feedback. - Which videos have better
and which videos have worse feedback. -
Why it is important to improve your
feedback. - Video lengths, lengths and
lengths. - A few more things about
feedback. - How to deal with negative
comments. - How to deal with spam. -
How to deal with spam and abuse on
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YouTube. - Some of the spam rules that
they have. - What is the relationship
between AdSense and YouTube? - Do
they share the same revenue or is there a
slight credit (up to $6 million) to
AdSense for each new AdSense user
4bc0debe42
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